Welcome to Big K’s Racing Supply
Home of everyday ripoffs...

Boat hulls:

**New** - 2006
Pre-formed - $350

![Boat in motion](image)

Pre-cut - $250
Ready to cut - $200

**Used** - 2005 models
Pre-formed - $300

Several in stock just ask...
I carry a wide selection of quality engines, both new and used.

>Racer special 5”**
Certified for McMillan Magnet Center
Assorted Color-$100.00 Color choice-$125.00

>Triple Threat Red Stretcher**
Certified for McMillan Magnet Center
$80.00*

*Prop not included
**Prices subject to change with out notice

Props:
In stock models
>Wood-$25.00
>Plastic-$50.00

We can supply all your special order needs...Just ask.......
Plastic tubing

- Solid 10cm- $40.00
- Solid 10cm w/10cm uni-flex coupler $75.00
- Uni-flex coupler 10cm $40.00

Bonding Agents

Adhesive:
- Pressure sensitive adhesive plastic
- Pressure sensitive adhesive paper

Chemical:
- Cold chemical bond- $5.00 per drop
- Heated chemical bond- “market price”

Steel:
- Steel rod 2pt, pressure bent-$5.00 ea

Flat wood, uncut, general purpose...
- 14cm x 1.9cm- $50.00

Flat wood, cut to misc. sizes
- $10.00 per cm.

Questions answered...
- $5.00